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HEAVY QUARK PRODUCTION IN Q U A N T U M CHROMODYNAMICS'
STANLEY J.

BRODSKY

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
Stanford University. Stanford, CA 94305

For very heavy quark masses, the inclusivehadronk production of hadrofi pails containing
heavy quarks is predicted to be governed by QCD fusion subproccsses. For intermedial!
mass scales other QCD mechanisms can be important including higher-twist intrinsic con
tributions and low relative velocity enhancements, possibly accounting for the anomalies
observed in charm hadroproduction, such as the nuclear number dependence, the longi
tudinal momentum distributions, and beam flavor dependence. We also discuss scaling
laws for exclusive processes involving heavy quarks and difliactive excitation into heavy
quark systems.
1. INTRODUCTION
There are a number of reasons why heavy quark
hadroproduction plays a critical role In particle
physics phenomenology:
(1) Far large quark mass or large jet transverse
momentum compared to the QCD scale AJJJ
the perlurbattve predictions are unambiguous ana
are governed by definite factorization theorems .
Heavy quark production cross sections are max
imally sensitive to the gluon distribution of the
proton.
(2) An understanding of heavy quark production
it necessary to project the rate for new particle
production such as weak bosons, Higgs particles,
supersymmetrie hadrons, etc.
(3) The heavy quark events must be understood
in order to unravel flavor mixing parameters, and
to correctly project backgrounds to rare processes.
(4) The muon content of high energy photon and
nueleon induced cosmic ray showers depends in
detail on the properties of charm photoproduetion
and hadroproduction*.
(5) QCD predicts a number of novel features
for the hadroproduction of heavy quarks, such
as forward-backward asymmetries in pp colli
sions, and exclusive chaonnel dominance near
threshold .
(6) There are Intriguing anomalies in the data for
charm hadroproduction which are difficult to ex
plain from standard perturbative QCD. These in
clude flatter distributions in xp than apparently
predicted by primary "fusion" subprocesses, the
dependence of the cross section on the nuclear
number in fixed target experiments is significantly
less than additive, the production cross section
for the charmed-strange baiyon A"* (era) in hyperon beams appears anomalously large, and there
are indications that the charmed sea distribution
in the proton may be larger than predicted by
standard evolution. Here we shall argue that the
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charm mass scale is not sufficient to be in the QCO
perturbative domain, and that the above anoma
lies give new insights into physics at the Interface
between perturbative and non-perturbative QCO.
1. FACTORIZATION THEOREMS
As shown this past year by Collins, Soper, and
Sterman , the analysis of QCD factorization for
massive tepton pairs can be carried over to the
production of heavy quarks in the regime pf £
% * Sfi' Furthermore factorization holds for
the total heavy quark pair production cross sec
tion, at least to leading order in o» (nig) since the
dominant integration region comes from pj. of or
der rri^r The origins* of factorization for the total
cross section can be seen in the original all ordars
QED analyses of the Bethe Heitler cross section for
lepton pair production in a strong Coulomb field.
As shown by Bethe and Maximon*, the leading
logarithmic contribution, which involves soft mo
mentum transfer to the target, only occurs In Born
approximation. All contributions higher order In
Za involve impact distancesfrj.of order mj}. In
QCD the leading gluon exchange contribution Is
represented by the gluon structure function of the
target. Since the multi-gtuos exchange amplttudes
alt mvolvesnull impact parameter, they at* higher
order In a (ntg).
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The leading order analysis of CSS then indicates
that the fusion gg — QQ and qi — QQ tubprocesses and the factorization formula
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is correct to leading order in ii /m} and a«(m^).
The analysis of CSS also shows that diffraction Is
already included in the above analysis to leading
order and should not be added separately.
j
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The dominant short-ctatajice subprocesscs are the
99 — QQ d qq — QQ fusion reactions. In addi
tion, integrating over each colli near region of two
to three subprocesses such as gg —• gQQ yields
logarithmically dominant two to two subprocesses
co itributions such as gQ —• gQ and gg -* gg with
BU ^sequent spliiting of a final gluon into the pro
duced heavy quark pair, (See Fig 1 ) The actual
QQ production can occur either through the fusicn subproces^es, or the heavy components of jet
frigmentation.
or incident hadron evolution. AH
su;h processes have to be taken into account in
tin leading twist rros*. section.
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DecnrnpohiiioK of 2 --• 3 processes
to a sum of 2 — 2 heavy quark subpro cess e.»i
Although the two-to-three tree subrocesscs have
been evaluated , the virtual corrections to the twoto-two amplitudes have not been calculated. In
virw of the large color couplings of incident gluons. one can expect a large K~- factor correc
tion to the Born results. In addition, the inte
grated heavy quark cross section depends sensi
tively on the effective quark mass. Thu:- ' . this
time there is no absolutely normalized QCD pre
diction for heavy quark produclion. either at high
transverse momentum or for the tola] cross sec
tion. Although the physical arguments are con
vincing, a complete proof that factorization give;*
the leading power law contribution to trip cross
section is highly nori-irn sal and ha^ only been
outlined. As first shown for the Droll-Van pro
cess, one must satisfy a target fcng'.h condrtion
in order that inelastic initial stair interactions do
not ruin factorization- The- at live quark or gluon
energy must be targe compared to a scale propor
tional to the length of the tarfict. i s > Mj. LA M
where v? is a typical hadron scale and LA is the
length of the target in it? rest frame. One also
requires that the transverse momnnta pL and p i
of the produced heavy particles are of order mn
{the natural scale), the rapidity difference y - yj
is finite, and the production energy is well above

threshold, s > 4m?,. In the perturbative analy
sis of the non-Abelian theory there are subtleties
in higher orders concerned with initial-state elas
tic interactions and their possible effect on color
averaging*. A convincing demonstration of this
aspect has not yet been given, except in the case
where the sub process amplitude corresponds to
annihilation into a color singlet, a& in massive lepton pair production.*
2 ANOMALOUS FEATURES OF CHARM
HADROPRODUCTION
Do the existing date for heavy quark production
agree with the leading order QCD prediction??
The recent measurements of 66 jets at large pj
by the L'Al collaboration reported at this meet
ing appear to agree with the scaling behavior of
the pi edit ted cross sections, with a rate withn. *:
factor of 2 or 2 of estimates for the leading or
der contributions, As noted above, there is al this
time no absolutely normalized QCD prediction.
Whether the data for charm hadroproduction
agree with the leading order QCD predictions is
problematic. The leading fusion contributions pre
dict cross sections which are essentially additive
in the nucleon number of a nuclear target. The
FNAL measurements of Ref. 10 however show
an J4 dependence characteristic of shadowing and
diffraction. (See Fig 2.)

Figure 1
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Figurr 2.

Nuclear number A dependence i»f
the charm cross section as a func
tion of neutrino energy.
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The pp — A X d a t a from the IS]t gave iInfirst indications that charm produclion rri<i> b«much flatter in longitudinal momentum than ex
pected from the very central gluon fusion subrocesses. This appears to be confirmed by Serpurkhov d a t a for AQCicV neutron Carbon col
lisions: HX/dx {tiJK' - \ X)
~ (1 - i f ) - " " '
for if > 0 5 Recent data for high energy pioru
and kaon beams measured by the A C C M O R and
LEHC-EHS * collaborations at the SPS are shown
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in Figs. 3-5. The data again shows sizeable con
tributions al large i f , although the statistics w
not large- There is also some evidence for a leading
partklr effect, i.e., a correlation of the produced
charmed hadron with the meson beam quantum
numbers. This effect is not predicted by the lead
ing order QCD predictions. The new date from
the LEBC BOOGeV/t proton beam experiment at
FNAL reported at this meeting* however, do not
show a leading particle effect and there is only
moderate growth in magnitude of the D produc
tion crcw5 scci'tori
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Figure S. The xp distribution for f produc
tion in SOOCeYfc K~Si interactions.
(From Ref. 13). The hatched areas
represent ambiguous events. A lead
ing particle effect is apparent.
Another intriguing anomaly in charm hadroproduction is seen in the WA-42 experiment at
the SPS, which reports copious production of the
A" (esuj charmed strange baryon in 135 GeV E~
collisions on a beryllium target. The A* is ob
served in the AK~x+x+ channel with a hard dis
tribution {1 - )«-»*M for sy > 0.6. (See Fig. 6.)
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The Xf distribution for x~p — DA'
at 360GeV/e measured in the LEBCEHS experiment (Ref, 14j. (a) D
mesons containing valence quarks of
the pion, (b) nonvalence D mesons.
The curves represent fits (I - J/")"
wi:r, n -.-. 1.8 and n - 7.0. rrspeclively.
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Longitudinal momentum fraction dis
tributions for ir and K production of D
mesons at 200GeV/e. (From Ref. 13).
The data arc not corrected tot accep
tance. Production appears lo be fairly
Bat even for charmed hadrans not car
rying a valence quark of the incident
meson.

Figure 6. Schematic representation of A* pro
duction by hyperon beams.
The
muiligluon exchange can represent ei
ther intrinsic heavy re contributions to
the E~ wavefunction (an initial state
effect) or prebinding distortion from fi
nal state interactions.
The corresponding cross section times branching
ratio (taking the above form for all i f ) , for for
ward if is 4.7 pb/nucleon assuming A' depen
dence. If the branching ratio for the measured
channel is 3% to S% this implies a total cross sec
tion in the 100 to 150 ub range. Even larger cross
sections might he expected for the production of
charmed-strange («rf) baryons which carry two
valence quarks of the E" {mnf). The experimen
tal results suggest the possibility of systematically

enhanced production of heavy quark states by hy
peron and kaon beams.
3. BREAKDOWN OF FACTORIZATION AND
FINAL STATE INTERACTION EFFECTS

controlled by QCD nonperturb&tive effects. The
behavior predicted by this model indicates signifi
cant increases in the magnitude of the heavy quark
production cross sections and significant skewing
of the heavy particle momentum distribution to
wards large x . (See Fig. 7-} It thus seetni likely
that the distortion of the fusion Born approiimation cross section due to prebinding attractive
forces in QCD will be significant for the produc
tion of heavy quarks at collider energies, enhanc
ing the production of A, etc. in the forward low
PT region. Unlike the case of final-state interac
tion corrections to hard scattering processes, the
corrections discussed here coherently enhance the
production process and are not limited by unitarity to be of 0 ( 1 ) . If there are strange quarks in the
incident-hadron, then the distortion is likely to be
magnified, since a strange quark tends lo be more
nonrelativistic than u or d quarks in a hadron and
thus more effective in "capturing" other quarks.
This possibility could explain the relatively copi
ous production of the A (csu) in the E~ frag
mentation region, and suggests an important role
of hyperon and strange meson beams for charm
and heavy particle production experiments.
f

Physically, factorization is expected to be valid
when initial and final state interaction* with the
spectator constituents of the incident and outjoinf hadrons can be neglected.* The bask fu
sion production process occurs within a unitary
volume Ab Az where (in the target rest frame)
AJ^ — ( p j ) " , Az — ( 9 " i j ) - Only gluons
with wavelength sufficiently short relative to the
unitary volume can resolve the produced pairs and
cause significant reinteractions with the spectator
hadrons. Thus breakdown of factorization can oc
cur when Jfc^ ~ 0(p_[)
^i ~ 0[TTIQVQ)\
i.e.,
important final state corrections lo the QCD fac
torization formula may occur when the heavy pair
is produced at low pj or at small relative rapid
ity in the target (or beam) fragmentation regions.
Such behavior is well known in QED, which pre
dicts a strong redistribution in the Coulomb field
of the target. In addition, higher twist contribu
tions arise from the intrinsic heavy quark Fock
components of the hadron wavefunction. We dis
cuss each of these effects below.
Consider the cross section for the photoproduction
of a heavy lepton pair in the Coulomb Meld of a
nucleus in QED. For large Z the cross section is
strongly distorted at small lepton velocities v <t
2a by multiple soft Coulomb interactions
±
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Here dao is the Bethe-Heitler cross section com
puted in Horn approximation, and c+ =
2irZa/v ,
J_ = 7mZajv~. These results are strictly valid for
f, * ), hut c_ can be unrestricted. The effect of
the correction factor is lo distort the cross section
toward small negalive-leplon velocity (relative to
the target rest frame). As v~ =» 0, the enhance
ment is so strong that even the threshold phasespace suppression factor in an is cancelled. Con
versely, the cross section is exponentially damped
when the positive lepton has low velocity.
An analogous effect evidently will also occur in
QCD. For example in charm photoproduction
*lj —> cc, the charmed quark rapidity will be
skewed toward that of the spectator qq system
of the nucleon where it can hind to form color
singlets. We can estimate'* this QCD prebinding effect by replacing xZa —> (4/3)iro,(Q ) in
the (JED distortion factor, Eq. (4.1). (We take Q
to be the relative momentum of the e-quark and
the spectator system and limit | o , | < 4.) Clearly
this gives only a very rough estimate of physics
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Figure 7.
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The Bcthe-Hcitler cross section ~iZ —*
t*t~Z in Born approximation (solid
curve) as a function of the positive lep
ton energy. The dotted curve shows
the modified spectrum due to mulli*
pie scattering Za — ( 4 / 3 ) o , ( Q ) . We
have used a«(CJ ) = «V/(0ocn(] •+
<? /A )), l a , | < 4, where A =
200 MeV and Q is the 4-momenturr.
squared of the lepton relative to the
target.
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4. INTRINSIC HEAVY QUARKS
Since the momentum or a charmed hadron lends
to follow the momentum or the produced charmed
quark (the Bjorken-Suzuki effect), the longi
tudinal momentum dependence of the charm
hadroproduction data suggest that the charm
quarks themselves have targe momentum frac
tion in the nucleon. Such a possibility can be

checked by measurements of deep inelastic scat
tering of leptons on the charm constituents of the
nucleon- The available high Q* data from the
EMC collaboration (sec Fig. B), at extracted from
ii.\ -i itfiX data, •Mm to indicate an anoma
lously large e(r, Q*) distribution at large Q and
x
~ 0.4 cool pared to that expected for the
photon-gluon fuiion diagram* or, equivalently,
from QCD evolution." Although the data has low
statistics and thus could he misleading, it clearly
suggests the existence of mechanisms for charm
production other than the standard photon-gluon
fusion subproccsi.

stituents of equal velocity or rapidity, i.e.,
u
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Figure 9. Representation of a heavy quark Fock
state in the proton-

Thus intrinsic heavy quarks tend to have the
largest momentum fraction in the proton wave
function, just opposite to the usual configuration
expected for sea quarks. (3) The transverse mo
menta of the heavy quarks are roughly equal and
apposite and of order nig, whereas the light quarks
tend to have soft momenta set by the hadron wave
function. (4) The effects are strongly dependent
on the features of the valence wave function; the
intrinsic heavy quark probability is thus presum
ably larger in baryons than In mesons, nonadditive
in nucleon number in heavy nuclei, and sensitive to
the presence of strange quarks. In deep-inelastic
scattering on an Intrinsic charm quark the heavy
quark spectator will be found predominately in the
target fragmentation region.
The intrinsic charm structure function will not be
come fully observable unless the available energy is
well above threshold W = fo+p)* > W \.= 4m* .
The correct rescaling variable for deep inelastic
muon scattering is roughly X m tg, + WfJW*,
not x = XB, + "&/Q* which is appropriate to
charge-current single heavy quark excitation.
The presence of a hareVvaJence-like charm dis
tribution in the nucleon can, at least qualita
tively, explain tome of the anomalous features of
the dtatm hadroproduction data dfacussed above.
The fact that thee and Z as well a>X> and £> distri
butions are harder than the corresponding strange
particle distributions can be attributed to the fact
that the skewing of quark distributions to large
2 only realty becomes effective for quarks heavier
than the average momentum scale in the nucleon.
One can account for leading particle effects and
the fairly flat A, ISR and Serpurkhov cross sec
tions if there is coalescence of the intrinsic charm
quarks with the u and d spectator quarks of the
nucleon. We note that recombination itself cannot
explain the comparable distributions observed in
the LEBC experiment for proton production of D
and Z>, unless it is the heavy quarks that carry
most of the momentum. Since the intrinsic con
tribution is associated with higher twist operators
it is suppressed by a factor of 1/m^ relative to
(

Figure 8. Analysis of the charm structure func
tion of the proton by Hoffmann and
Moot*," in terms of PGF (photongluon fusion 7*0 -• el, IC [l% intrin
sic charm), and JCR (radiated intrin
sic charm components). The data are
from the EMC collaboration."
Dimension-six contributions to the effective
Lagrangian imply the existence of Focfc states in
the nucleon containing an extra QQ pair.' (See
Fig, 9.) Eventually lattice gaugo theory or the
discretiud light cone quantization method can
be used to determine the heavy particle content
of meson and baryon wavefunctions. At this time
we can deduce '" the following semiquantitative
properties for intrinsic states such as \uvdQQ):
(1) The probability of such states in the nucleon
is nonzero and eeales sa nig', (2) The max
imal wave function configurations tend to have
minimum off-shell energy, corresponding to con
9
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the fusion contributions, and is thus unlikely to
be very important for 6 or (-quark hadroprodurlion.
The presence of intrinsic charm quarka in the nu
cleoli also has implications for other hard scatter
ing processes involving incident charmed quarks.
In genera], the charm quark in the nueleon will
reflect both extrinsic and intrinsic (l/rn£) con
tributions. Using QCD factorisation this implies
significant intrinsic charm contributions to hard
scattering processes such a s c + a — e + X a i
pi >* 4I?JJ, with the intrinsic contribution domi
nating the large 2 domain. The characteristic sig
nal for such contributions is a i spectator jet in
the beam fragmentation region. Similarly, heavier
quarks and supersymmelric particles of mass m
contribute to intrinsic Fock states in the nucleon
at order 1/m*. The intrinsic 9(1) or g{x) distri
bution is again predicted to maximise at large x.
Hard scattering processes such as 9+ff -• 5 + 7 can
produce purely electromagnetic monojet events.
Note that the associated intrinsic tupersymmeiric
partner appears in the beam fragmentation region.
5. DIFFRACT1VE HARD PROCESSES.
15

The production of heavy quark systems may occur
difTrattively in hadron collisions, that is without
the excitation of the target. Two pictures have
been given for this process:
(1) DirTraclive excitation. When a beam hadron
fluctuates into a Fock state such that all of iu con
stituents are at small relative impact parameter,
it interacts minimally because of its small color
dipole moment. Since the normal states interact
strongly, the small impact valence Fock state ma
terialize as a $ or iqq jets. (See Fig. 10). In the case
of intrinsic heavy quark Fock states qqqQQ with
small transverse size, the incoming nucleon can be
Jiffractively excited into a forward produced sys
tem containing a heavy quark pair. An analysis
of such processes based on the Good and Walker
two-component formalism is given in Kef. 22
11
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Figure 10. Schematic representation of diffiaclive excitation in a nuclear target: A
high energy hadron can be diffracted
into valence quark jets or heavy quark
Fock states.
(2) The Pomwon as a gluon source.' If one treats
the Pomeron as a composite system with gluon
constituents, then the gluon-gluon fusion process
leads to diffraclivuly-produced heavy quark sys
tems. (See Fig. U ) The analysis or such processes
is given in Kef. 29,
1
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Figure 11. Schematic representation of diffractive excitation via the gluonic compo
nent of the Pojneron.
Both pictures of difTractive production lead to sim
ilar final states and cross section estimates. In par
ticular the total production rate has a predicted
nominal nuclear number dependence <r ~ A ' .
However, the if distribution of the heavy quarks
system tends to be harder and the mass of the
difTractive system smaller in the intrinsic charm
picture.'*
1
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6. ANOTHER EXPLANATION OF THE
LEADING PARTICLE EFFECT
In a contribution to this conference Ganguli and
Shankar" have proposed a simple explanation for
the leading particle effect in xN -» DX collisions
based on the direct fusion of a light valence quark
from the beam hadron with a h'.svy I quark from
the target into the produced D meson. However, it
should be emphasized that the usual evolution of
the target structure function does not become ef
fective until the subprocess scale is large compared
to 4m?. Thus in the GS scheme, the charmed
quarks in the hadron have to be regarded as part of
the intrinsic heavy quark Fock state. The model
fails to explain why no leading particle (Beet is
observed in *flf - • VX Ctpp — DX,
7. HEAVY QUARK PRODUCTION IN
EXCLUSIVE pp REACTIONS
It is an interesting question how to extrapolate
from stTange baryor. pair production to charmed
baryon production in exclusive yp annihilation.
If only the subprocee? «a — a were important
(see Fig. 12) then the cross section would scale
simply as do/dfl ~ aj(4m')/4m|. However the
recombination of the cf quarks with the spectator
quarks of the p and p requires alignment of the
heavy quarks; p% < JI* where j4 is the character
istic momentum scale of light quarks in hadrons
96
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The energy dependence and diffractive proper
ties are particularly important for extrapolation
to new colliders and interpretation of cosmic ray
data.
The nominal scaling behavior for the total heavy
quark production cross section based on the gg —
QQ process is

^(^1 = 4<Vc(^= £ ^ V
Figure 12

Representation of exclusive charm
baryon pair production in pji annihi
lation.

Thus we predict the scaling a{pp — AgAjj) ~
/i aJ(4«i£),F(4m£,/s)/m£, This implies
5

Prebinding distortion is not expected to signifi
cantly modify this behavior. Assuming that most
of the observed charm cross section is nonlntrhv
sic, we may use this scaling to extrapolate to
the hadroproductiort or heavier quarks. For pro.
duclion well above threshold (a > ImJ), the
- 0.5 mb charm cross section reported it the ISR
implies e i ~ 80 lib at the SPPE collieUr [y/i =
540 GeV) and o - 1/2 jih for m< = 40 GeV at
the SSC {</i = 40 1W).
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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at fixed m i ' s . Thus exclusive pair production or
charm hadrons may have significant cross sections
not too close LO threshold.
The exclusive production of exclusive charmed
pain in *"V" annihilation is computed in Ref. 27,
where the phenomena of form factor zeroes is dis
cussed. The possibility '.hat Z° -> If may be dom
inated by exclusive channels is discussed in Ref. 4.
The cross section for heavy meson pair produc
tion in 11 collisions at threshold is estimated in
Ref. 28.
8. SUMMARY
Although there is little doubt that the leading or
der pcrturbative QCD predictions are accurate for
very massive heavy quark production, there are in
teresting and important corrections both at low
transverse momentum and in the beam or tar
get fragmentation regions. These are the kintmalir regions where intrinsic contributions or co
herent effects such as prebinding distortion can
occur as the produced quark and spectator frag
ment a coalesce. As reviewed here, the data appear
la have anomalies in these regions. It is clearly
very important to verify these effects, particularly
leading particle effects, enhancements due to hyperoft beams, the ^dependence, the importance
of difTractive production, and leading particle ef
fects. From the theoretical perspective, the charm
production data provide a window to the interface
of pettut-bative and nonperlurbative dynamics.
The total inclusive cross section for pp -> DD
production measured by the LEBC-MPS col
laboration at 800 CeV/c ( -Ji = 38.8 GeV) is
5!T"/Jb (statistical errors only). This is roughly
a factor of 5 below that measured at the 1SH at
yfi = 82.5 GeV and 63 GeV. It will dearly be
very important to verify the ISR data, includ
ing the production rate and properties for '.he A .
14
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The analysis of the limits of validity of fselorlia.
tion for heavy quark hadroproduction is based on
collaborations with J. P. Gunion and D. E. Soper,
I also wish to thank G. Bodwin, J. C. Cellini, G. P.
Lepage, and A. Mueller for helpful conversations.
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